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Synopsis:

After WWII, LULAC earned a reputation as an out-of-touch, middle-class, assimilationist

organization. When copper workers in El Paso struck in 1946, the local LULAC council

did not respond. This paper uses the strike, and LULAC's lack of response, as a case study

to examine how the negative characterization of LULAC emerged in the post-war period.
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Oh Brother, Where Art Thou?: LULAC, the 1946 El Paso Copper Strike, and the 

Start of a Legacy 

This paper examines League of United Latin American Citizens’ (LULAC) activities 

during the 1946 copper workers strike in El Paso, Texas. This case study illustrates how LULAC 

earned a reputation as an out-of-touch middle-class organization. 

Throughout the 1930s, local LULAC councils actively pursued community campaigns 

that matched the Mexican American civil rights organization’s larger agenda by opposing 

educational, social, and economic discrimination. World War II interrupted LULAC’s civil rights 

efforts both nationally and locally. After the war, the organization regrouped under a unified 

national agenda that made access to equal education LULAC’s top priority. Therefore, when El 

Paso copper workers struck for national wage standards, El Paso Local Council No. 132 had 

other civil rights concerns. Mexican American workers, in turn, looked to the Congress of 

Industrial Organizations (CIO) and other unions for support.  

LULAC’s lack of response to the El Paso strike helps explain why many scholars have 

characterized LULAC as an out-of-touch middle-class organization focused on “the politics of 

accommodation.” Traditionally, the LULAC historiography has overlooked both the 

organization’s early commitment to workers and dynamic civil rights activism by local LULAC 

councils before World War II. Instead, scholarship has focused on post-war activities and 

delivered a sometimes-negative analysis of LULAC as an ineffective top-down organization.1 

LULAC was founded in 1929 by 175 Mexican American civil rights activists in Corpus 

Christi, Texas. Their goal was to form a single group that would represent the Mexican 

American community in its fight for civil rights. LULAC’s civil rights agenda built upon a 

legacy of activism that had emerged in the Mexican American community after World War I. 
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Most LULAC founders had served during the war and were proud of their military records. 

These veterans returned to Texas with an increased political consciousness about the benefits and 

duties of U.S. citizenship. But these veterans faced the same discrimination that had existed 

before the war. In fact, racial segregation and discrimination against Mexicans increased after 

nativist attitudes were codified into law. Mexican American veterans found that the United States 

offered them the chance to die for their country but would deny them the right to eat at certain 

restaurants, take particular jobs, or go to “white” schools.2 

LULAC founders were successful, middle class, and professionals, but they had not 

always been so. Nor had they always lived privileged lives. Most were born in the U.S. to 

working-class families and recognized the struggles workers and immigrants faced. Many 

LULAC founders were college educated. Their education had exposed them to Americanization 

efforts in Texas schools. The men were bilingual and conceptualized themselves as Mexican and 

American. They recognized American citizenship was the banner under which Mexican 

Americans could legally demand constitutional and civil rights.3 

Some critics have suggested that LULAC’s emphasis on citizenship meant the 

organization encouraged members to abandon their Mexican heritage. But LULAC’s founders 

were clearly proud of their multicultural backgrounds. These leaders chose to refer to themselves 

as “Mexican Americans.” LULAC’s constitution reflected the founders’ understanding of their 

identity, the variety of challenges their community faced, and the role these men wanted LULAC 

to play in that community. “Lulackers” used patriotic language and the political privileges of 

citizenship to integrate Mexican Americans fully into American society. Article 2 of the LULAC 

Constitution listed the organization’s “Aims and Purposes.” This list made clear that LULAC 

was founded as a civil rights organization. It understood the political and social climate of Texas 
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and therefore sought to use citizenship as a strategy to fight for rights. Aim One was “to develop 

within the members of our race the best, purest, and most perfect type of a true and loyal citizen 

of the United States of America.”4 

Throughout the 1930s and ’40s, state and national board members traveled across the 

Southwest to established local councils. These councils served the unique political needs of their 

communities. Once in place, local councils independently interpreted how to implement 

LULAC’s civil rights agenda to best address local concerns. LULAC councils in Texas regularly 

supported local striking workers. For example, members of Del Rio Council No. 18 led workers 

in a strike against the sheep and goat shearing industry in 1934. Council No. 12 in Laredo fought 

along-side striking onion workers in 1935. When 12,000 pecan shellers went on strike in San 

Antonio in 1938, Local Council No. 2 championed the strikers’ cause. But the council waited 

until after accusations of Communist involvement had dissipated before coming forward.5 

World War II disrupted LULAC’s work at the local, state, and national levels. Many 

Lulackers joined the war effort. As a result, membership dues dried up and councils went 

dormant. By 1945, only fifteen councils were still active.6 To rejuvenate the organization, 

National President General Arnulfo Zamora proposed to unite LULAC’s local councils under a 

single civil rights agenda that focused LULAC’s activities on education. Workers’ concerns were 

pushed to the side. Therefore, when El Paso copper workers struck in 1946, LULAC Council No. 

132 did not respond in way other councils had in the past.  

El Paso was the center of the multi-million-dollar international operation for the 

American Smelting and Refining Company (ASARCO). The Phelps Dodge copper company 

moved its headquarters to El Paso in 1902 and built a private rail line to connect the company’s 

mining properties in Arizona, New Mexico, and northern Mexico to El Paso.7  
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The copper industry drew large numbers of workers – both Mexican and Anglo – to El 

Paso. Job discrimination and job segregation were common at both ASARCO and Phelps Dodge. 

Generally, the more skilled the job, the fewer Mexicans hired for the position. Wages reflected 

the racial division of work. Anglo workers at ASARCO averaged $3.75 a day in 1929. Mexican 

workers averaged $2.03 a day. Mexican workers received no health benefits.8 

The two most significant responses to growing racial segregation in El Paso were the 

establishment of civil rights organizations and labor unions. The first local LULAC council was 

chartered in 1932 to address discrimination. Council No. 8 initially had thirty-four members, 

several of whom were community leaders.9 The League stayed active in El Paso throughout the 

1930s. Council No. 8 regularly announced meetings in the El Paso Herald-Post. The council 

campaigned for repeal of prohibition, worked with the school board to clean up schools in the 

South El Paso barrios, hosted dances, helped delinquent children, established a Boys Club of 

America chapter, fought against Mexicans being classified as “colored” in state birth and death 

records, funded a new playground in South El Paso, advocated child labor laws, sponsored health 

weeks, ran poll-tax drives, and generally protested discrimination against Mexican Americans.10  

When World War II broke out, Council No. 8, like others in Texas, saw its membership 

decline as men joined the military. As a result, Council No. 8 lost its charter. LULAC members 

were reorganized in 1942 as Council No. 132. Although the council had a new number, several 

of the same men were active members.11 

The El Paso council attempted to reach out to local workers. In 1944, Council No. 132 

partnered with the Committee on Fair Employment Practices to investigate job discrimination at 

the ASARCO smelter. The probe found “little or no” discrimination against Mexican Americans. 

This report conflicted with the testimony of Mexican American employees. Therefore, workers 
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sought other means of addressing discrimination.12 Instead of emphasizing constitutional rights, 

workers interpreted civil rights in economic terms. They sought elimination of job and wage 

discrimination. They saw economic equality with other U.S. workers as a means of joining 

mainstream U.S. society. Many turned to labor unions, instead of LULAC, to achieve this goal. 

Union organizing among Mexican workers at the ASARCO smelter and Phelps Dodge 

refinery gained momentum in the 1930s and 1940s with the emergence of the CIO and its 

affiliated International Union of Mine, Mill, and Smelter Workers (IUMMSW). The CIO treated 

all workers, regardless of job or skill, as equals. The approach appealed to Mexican American 

workers in El Paso’s copper industry. Unionizing strengthened collective bargaining at the El 

Paso plants by uniting unskilled workers for the first time. Humberto Silex and J.B. Chávez 

worked with the IUMMSW to organize Mexican workers at Phelps Dodge refinery into Local 

No. 501. Ignacio Tovar was president of Local No. 509 at the ASARCO smelter. IUMMSW 

worked with the Confederación de Trabajadores Mexicanos (CTM) in Juárez to organize 

Mexican nationals employed in the El Paso copper industry. This cooperation was unique in the 

Texas labor movement. However, leaders of El Paso locals were Mexican Americans. This 

leadership was significant because U.S. citizens had greater legal and constitutional protections 

than Mexican nationals working at the plants. Nevertheless, union success depended on 

organizing workers from both sides of the border.13 

ASARCO and Phelps Dodge officials attempted to undermine unionization efforts. 

Companies monitored which employees attended union meetings. Workers who signed with the 

union were sometimes fired. The El Paso Chamber of Commerce blacklisted those who were 

fired as “troublemakers,” which made finding other work difficult. Company management 

worked with local immigration officials. They threatened to deport workers who were Mexican 
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nationals if they joined the union. Companies used red baiting to undermine the union. 

During World War II, rather than striking and hindering the war effort, Locals 501 and 

509 appealed to federal regulatory agencies to negotiate new contracts with Phelps Dodge and 

ASARCO.14 After the war, the IUMMSW sought higher wages for all members. The drive led to 

the first significant strike by Mexican American union members in El Paso. The ASARCO and 

Phelps Dodge plants were two of the city’s largest industrial employers. The strikes involved 

more than 1,000 workers.15 The walkout interrupted copper production across the country for 

three months. Newspapers nationwide published stories on the strike. 

In February 1946, IUMMSW announced that unless ASARCO agreed to increase wages 

at all eighteen of its plants and to accept industrywide bargaining, the union would call a 

nationwide strike. ASARCO refused. The walkout began peacefully in El Paso at 7 a.m. 

February 25. ASARCO workers walked off the job at the same time in Arizona, California, 

Colorado, Illinois, Montana, Nebraska, New Mexico, New Jersey, Utah, and Washington.16 On 

February 26, the IUMMSW gave notice that a strike of all Phelps Dodge copper refineries was to 

begin the next Monday. The demands were similar to those at ASARCO – a national contract 

and higher wages.17 When the company refused to meet the demands, the walkout was called. On 

Monday, March 4, more than 500 members of Local 501 joined Phelps Dodge workers in New 

Jersey, New York, and Illinois on strike.18 

ASARCO plant manager R.D. Bradford maintained the strike was not justified because 

the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) had ruled the previous year that contracts should be 

made with individual plants, not nationally. Therefore, he said, the union had no right to demand 

industrywide standards. Bradford argued that the union’s wage demands did not account for 

regional cost of living differences. Bradford offered an eight-and-a-half-cent-per-hour raise for 
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workers in the lowest wage bracket and a five-cent-per-hour raise for those in higher wage 

brackets.19 The offer would raise wages from sixty-one-and-a-quarter-cents per hour to seventy-

cents per hour for the lowest wage earners.20 The union refused the offer on grounds that the 

national officers called the strike to get a national contract.21 

Striking workers found support from a variety of sources. On February 26, the CTM 

voted to back ASARCO strikers by not allowing workers from Mexico to serve as strike 

breakers.22 El Paso labor groups and businesses also backed the strikers. The United Bakery 

Workers local sent boxes of donuts and bread to the union hall. The Hollywood Café treated all 

sixty-eight women in the union to a free lunch.23 

On March 7, the union hosted a mass meeting. IUMMSW National President Reid 

Robinson addressed about 1,500 attendees. He announced that 500 workers at the Phelps Dodge 

refinery in Los Angeles would join the general strike March 18. He called for support from the 

El Paso community and noted that smelting was the city’s largest industry. Therefore, the 

industry set wage patterns for El Paso, which he called the nation’s lowest pay city.24 Robinson 

praised local and national organizations that had already pledged support for strikers. These 

groups included the Southern Conference for Human Welfare, the CIO, CTM, the Latin 

American Federation of Labor, and the World Federation of Labor. He called for more support 

from the local Mexican American community. He declared that “business and professional men 

should be behind the strike 100 percent” as a sound business investment and to support members 

of their community who were fighting wage discrimination.25  

After Robinson’s remarks, J.B. Chavez, president of Local 501, and Ignacio Tovar, 

president of Local 509, sent letters to El Paso community members to ask for support. Union 

leaders reminded the community that the strike was “your fight, as well as ours” because better 
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wages meant more transactions for merchants, doctors, dentists, and all other businesses. The 

letter recalled struggles of the Great Depression, when overproduction caused industries to fail 

and Americans to suffer. The letters argued that people needed higher wages and better 

purchasing power to prevent overproduction from crippling the nation’s businesses again.26 

Because LULAC members were local merchants, lawyers, teachers, and businessmen, 

Lulackers were likely part of Chavez and Tovar’s desired audience. In November 1936, outgoing 

LULAC Council No. 8 President J.E. Amador had claimed in a year-end activity summary that 

the local group’s greatest achievement was the unquestioned recognition by city and county 

authorities, leading businessmen, and the community of LULAC’s leadership in civic affairs.27 

In 1946, however, the local council ignored Chavez and Tovar’s calls for strike support. Instead, 

Council No. 132 focused on the school board election later in March. Ernesto Valdes, council 

chaplain, was running for a board position to represent the south and east sides of El Paso. 

Teachers were underpaid, and the south-side schools were overcrowded. Local LULAC 

members were focused on fighting educational discrimination, even with an active fight in their 

city against economic discrimination.28 

Despite LULAC’s lack of interest, several other organizations aided strikers. The 

IUMMSW ran a soup kitchen. Members of the local bakery union donated bread to it. According 

to Chavez, several unnamed businesses made “appreciated contributions” to the strike effort. The 

Citizens’ Committee to Aid CIO Strikers bought ads in the El Paso Herald-Post to ask for 

contributions from the community. The ad presented “facts” of the strikers’ case. These facts 

included current wages paid to El Paso smelter and refinery workers compared to wages paid 

elsewhere and information on the profits of companies that had violated the National Labor 

Relations Act. The ad noted that the strike outcome would affect everyone in El Paso. Winning 
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the strike would mean greater prosperity for all people of El Paso, greater buying power, and a 

better standard of living.29 The ad helped raise more than $300 to help the strikers.30  

Negotiations between industry and union representatives continued throughout March 

and April. In March, the U.S. Secretary of Labor appointed a fact-finding board to investigate the 

strike and industry conditions. The three-man board heard testimony from both sides.31 On April 

30, the federal fact-finding board endorsed an eighteen-and-a-half-cent-per-hour pay increase for 

all workers at all ASARCO and Phelps Dodge operations, including the 1,050 men on strike in 

El Paso. ASARCO and Phelps Dodge representatives deemed the board’s recommendations 

“foolish” and said they would not agree to them; therefore, the strike continued into May.32  

Workers in El Paso renewed calls for community support and picketed the copper 

refinery and smelter to remind employers that workers were still on strike and determined to win. 

An orderly crowd of about 150 men – and one woman – was stationed outside the plant entrance. 

Pickets held signs that read “We Stand for the Roosevelt Bill of Rights.”33  

Despite the active work by the union and the publicity the strike was receiving, LULAC 

still did not publically support the strike. Instead, LULAC No. 132 focused on helping to host an 

“I am an American” Day program in El Paso for 434 newly naturalized American citizens. The 

council did the celebration in cooperation with U.S. Immigration officials, the local bar 

association, and several religious leaders.34 

By June 1, 1,050 workers at the El Paso ASARCO and Phelps Dodge operations had lost 

a combined 97,250 man-days and $510,000 in wages.35 Both sides were eager to settle the strike, 

but ASARCO and Phelps Dodge officials were still ignoring recommendations of the federal 

fact-finding board and holding out for a copper price increase by the Office of Price 

Administration (OPA) to offset increased labor costs.36 The OPA refused, and the plants agreed 
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to re-enter negotiations with the union. Talks quickly broke down over disagreements about back 

pay, vacations, union security, and the length of the new contract.37 However, ASARCO reached 

an agreement with national representatives of the IUMMSW June 12, and strikers at the eighteen 

ASARCO smelters across the nation voted to return to work the next Monday. The agreement 

secured the eighteen-and-a-half-cent-per-hour wage increase and retroactive pay for strikers. On 

June 28, a settlement with Phelps Dodge units in Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona was reached. 

The agreement allowed for an eighteen-and-a-half-cent-per-hour raise and guaranteed workers 

back pay. The refinery would reopen the next day.38 Workers applauded the union and the 

agreement because they were now the best-paid workers in the Southwest. The IUMMSW had 

successfully begun to erode the system of “Mexican jobs” and “Mexican wages” in the region.39  

In June 1946, as the strike was ending in El Paso, members of LULAC Council No. 132 

headed to Houston for the organization’s seventeenth annual national convention. There, 

President General Arnulfo Zamora discussed the role LULAC would play in the post-war period. 

LULAC had been established in 1929 to fight for the welfare of Mexican Americans, Zamora 

said, but had done little to achieve that goal. LULAC councils had been “haphazardly pecking” 

at the surface of problems. These disconnected efforts were not the ideal way to fight for civil 

rights.40 To help reinvigorate the organization and unite it under clear objectives, Zamora 

identified six key areas of focus: 1) fight educational discrimination, 2) establish Boy Scout 

troops, 3) participate in community athletics, 4) develop night schools for adults, 5) organize 

pay-your-poll-tax campaigns, and 6) promote efforts to raise LULAC’s public profile.  

These objectives help explain why the local council in El Paso seemed to ignore strikers 

as they called upon the business community for support. Council No. 132 continued to be 

actively involved with the LULAC national board and to apply the national agenda to the local 
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community. Modesto Gomez of El Paso served as a trustee on the national board for several 

years, and several El Paso members held positions on the national education committee. 

However, low LULAC membership in El Paso limited the number of campaigns the local 

council took on and therefore limited the impact of the organization in the community.41 If the 

council had supported the strike, it might have become part of the national story. That publicity 

would have supported national goal 6 and possibly increased the membership and influence of 

the El Paso unit.  

Council No. 132’s lack of involvement with striking Phelps Dodge and ASARCO 

workers can lead to two possible conclusions: 1) The council did not have adequate resources to 

support the cause. Membership was down. Funds were restricted. Therefore, leaders chose 

instead to focus on education and citizenship – two key pieces of the organization’s national 

agenda. Lack of resources does not, however, explain why the council did not publicly support 

the strike, which might have raised the organization’s profile – another point on the national 

agenda. 2) LULAC members in El Paso did not care about striking workers or issues involved in 

the labor actions. The organization had strategically decided to focus on other causes. For 

example, Gomez was part of the national board when LULAC took on school segregation in the 

Mendez vs. Westminster case in California in 1946.  

Because LULAC leaders unified the organization’s civil rights strategy in 1946 around 

fighting discrimination in public education, historians have tended to overlook the variety of the 

League’s pre-war activities. The assumption is that LULAC was always centralized. Many 

historians, especially former Chicano activists, deemed the agenda set by LULAC in 1946 

insufficient and ineffective. Nevertheless, LULAC continued to fight for civil rights during the 

post-war period. But the focus of these efforts had narrowed. The concern was access to public 
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education, not workers’ rights. 
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